The paper describes a scheduling system for a high-grade steel making plant. Because very specialized steel grades are produced the variety of the chemical analysis of the heats is very high and the lot sizes are small. One of the most constraining factors in the production is the infiltration of chemical elements between consecutive heats in the electric arc furnace. To find a schedule that violates no compatibility constraints is theoretically in the worst case an NP-hard problem.
Introduction
Scheduling of production processes involves the simultaneous consideration of jobs to be performed and the resources which they require. Usually a job is identified with a deliverable product which has to meet a certain quality. Associated with each job is some formal specification of the product to be produced. In the steel making shop the products are slabs or ingots to be cast. Their specification consists of a chemical analysis demanding certain amounts of alloying metals and some constraints on the maximal amount of other chemical elements. Furthermore, the size of the produced slabs and ingots and the casting procedure is specified.
A process plan describes how a certain product or a group of similar products can be processed. Typically a set of operations has to be performed with certain resources.
Often technical constraints restrict the temporal sequence of these operations. If these operations always have to be processed in the same sequence, one speaks of a flow shop. Steel making is usually organized as a flow shop and the sequence on one unit implies the same sequence on other units because steel may not cool down too much between operations.
When a number of jobs are to be executed together, their resource requirements imply additional ordering constraints, which prohibit simultaneous demands on nonsharable resources. A scheduler must consider both the explicit ordering constraints imposed by the process plans and the implicit ordering constraints derived from the availability of resources. In our example two production lines share the continuous problems are often easier because some sequences are already given by hard constraints. In our application some sequences are not allowed and consequently we try to find jobs that are constrained very strong by such constraints to sequence first these jobs.
Most scheduling theory (e.g. French 1 ) is dominated by approaches to find optimal solutions concerning the average flow time of jobs, the makespan or the aggregated lateness of all jobs. In practice such evaluations are of very limited use. Usually the difference between the best solutions is not so great and many durations that are assumed during planning are only vaguely known thus leading to a questionable optimum. Furthermore, unexpected events in the shop floor invalidate any such schedule regularly. Consequently many application-oriented researchers like e.g. Ow and Smith 3 propose some kind of opportunistic scheduling. Here not theoretically optimal solutions are looked for, but good ones that are also robust in respect of possible disruptions in the shop floor. Moreover, in our application these quantitative evaluation criteria play only a secondary role. Steel making experts neglect the existence of one optimal solution. They give hard constraints what sequences are not allowed and they have rules (or soft constraints) that say what are good sequences. The knowledge on the quality of solutions only regards local decisions and cannot be applied so easily on the whole schedule.
Improvements in the organization of the steel making processes promise high returns of investment, because the capital expenditure in the steel making industry is very high.
Consequently automation of scheduling these processes has attracted many solutions.
Kerr 4 gives a good survey on scheduling systems in the steel industry of the last decade.
In this study it became clear that our application is unique in contrast to other scheduling systems in the steel industry because of the great diversity of steel qualities that are produced. For example the SCHEPLAN system described by Numao and Morishita 5 optimizes the throughput of a steel making shop that produces with many casters. The compatibility of consecutive jobs plays a less dominant role because not so many different steel qualities are produced and different qualities can be cast on different casters. From an organizational point of view, one could ask to restrict the diversity of products in our application. Woodyatt et al. 6 report on a solution at Bethlehem steel in which they try to find for a set of customer orders a minimal set of products that fulfill the customer requirements best. However, experts of our application deny such a solution for their company.
To our experience also many other technical and capacitive constraints are stemming from organizational issues. For example, the space for solidification of big forging grade ingots is restricted thus disabling the possibility to produce more than one of these ingots per day. However, it was not our task to improve this organization but to find a good solution under the given organizational constraints.
In a joint project between the Alcatel Austria-ELIN Research Center and the
Christian Doppler Laboratory for Expert Systems, an expert system was developed for the Böhler Uddeholm in Kapfenberg (Austria). The system supports the technical staff in the steel making shop in generating schedules for steel heats for one week. The system was implemented with PAMELA a rule-based system developed by the Alcatel Austria-ELIN Research Center.
The Problem
Böhler Uddeholm is one of the most important European producers of high-grade steel.
High-grade steel is crude steel refined with alloying metals like manganese, tungsten, chromium, or others. These alloying metals have desired effects like compression strength, impact strength, and many more. The company supplies steel to the aircraft industry, for turbine blades in power plants, and other high-tech applications. These customers demand a high quality and relative small amounts of steel goods.
A production planning system compounds orders to jobs and chooses required process plans. Furthermore, the system determines weeks when these jobs shall be processed by regarding the capacity of the steel making shop. It works out for each week two sets of jobs to be processed on both production lines. Usually the first shift in the steel making plant starts Sunday evening and the last shift ends Saturday.
Sometimes fixed sequences for two or three jobs are given to facilitate the scheduling in the subsequent plant. The task of the scheduler is to find a possible sequence for all jobs with violating as few compatibility constraints between jobs as possible and to allocate resources over time without violating temporal and capacity constraints. The result of this scheduling process may be that some orders are rejected and shifted to the next week. To reduce the number of rejected orders, general rules that explain what combinations of orders may be produced in one week are already regarded by the production planning system. The steel making plant produces slabs or ingots of a certain quality for different subsequent plants like the forge, the rolling mill, or the foundry. The destination is important for the scheduling process, because the working hours of these plants must be considered. Sometimes products are stored for several days in intermediate stock yards, because the next plant cannot process the jobs in the same sequence as the steel making plant. The differing sequencing criteria of jobs cause considerable costs for the company. Moreover, since the steel cools down it must be warmed up again in the next plant. To reduce costs and to improve the quality, some orders have due dates.
The Steel Making Process
Pig iron produced in blast furnaces contains usually more than 4 % carbon and is therefore brittle. To get a deformable product, steel is produced by reducing carbon in pig iron down to 0.2 %. For many high-tech products the quality of steel must be even higher and reductions of different chemical elements that are still in the steel must be achieved. If the steel would be delivered immediately from the blast furnace this reduction process could be made in LD-converters. Since in Kapfenberg no blast furnace exists the crude steel and scrap iron are melted in electric arc furnaces. To reduce costs scrap iron with high percentages in desired alloying elements is used.
The steel making shop in Kapfenberg consists of three main production lines that share some aggregates. For every steel quality there is a process plan that describes which operations must be performed on which aggregates to produce the quality. These operations and sequences must be only replanned when a failure occurs.
The steel making process starts with the charge of crude steel and scrap iron in one of the three electric arc furnaces (EAF). The filling of one furnace is called a heat and it already contains the main alloying elements. The furnaces have different capacities from 17 t to 55 t. The duration of melting one heat depends on the size and the ingredients but also on external causes. Since the furnaces consume much electric energy, they are sometimes switched off due to voltage peaks. Up to five hours can be required for melting, but usually two to two and a half hour are enough. A fixed set-up and a maintenance interval of twenty minutes are included in this interval.
The liquid steel is poured into ladles that are transported by a crane to a ladle furnace (LF) . If the preceding heat has a long processing time in the ladle furnace, the current heat must wait. This slack time may not exceed two hours. The next step is a heat treatment in the ladle furnace where the fine alloying takes place and whose duration is usually about the same as melting. Later a special treatment may be performed in the vacuum oxygen decarburation ( VOD ) unit or in the v a c u u m decarburation (VD) unit. The V D -unit can be converted into a VOD -unit. This conversion takes about three to four hours.
The last step in the steel making shop is the processing of the steel in a horizontal continuous caster (HCC) to form slabs or the casting of it into moulds to form ingots.
The teeming rate for the HCC is about 50 t / h. If the casting format must be altered, a set-up time must be considered, too. For casting ingots, space in one of the four teeming bays (TB), where ingots can solidify in the moulds, is required. Normally the solidification time for ingots in hours is half as much as the weight of the ingots in tons.
Thus an 52 t ingot needs one day and for an ingot of 1 t half an hour is sufficient.
The Böhler-Electro-Slag-Topping (BEST)-technology is a special casting technology for big ingots. These ingots are treated additionally in the BEST-unit and for them only one place in the teeming bays (TB1) exists. The ESU-unit is used for some extra-clean steel qualities. All aggregates and the routings for heats are shown in Figure 1 . Since the third production line with EAF5 and ESU -unit is used only seldom it is not regarded further in scheduling. 
Constraints in Scheduling
The construction of schedule for the steel making shop underlies several constraints.
These constraints are often vague, and they may conflict with each other. An engineer of the steel shop has no pretension to generate optimal schedules because he knows that the uncertainty in the shop floor execution would break the optimality of this plan. The engineer can decide that some schedules are better than others, but he cannot give an algorithm how to construct optimal schedules.
Compatibility Constraints
The main problem in scheduling is that residuals of one heat in the electric arc furnace may pollute the next heat. The engineers use as a rule of thumb that 3 % of a chemical element in a heat remain in the wall of the electric arc furnace and 3 % of the difference of the elements in two consecutive heats will be assimilated by the second heat. Of course, the 3 % are always on the safe side and in some cases the expert relaxes this factor. Since not all elements react uniformly, exceptions exist that must be handled separately. Due to the diversity of qualities, these compatibility constraints often cannot be met and some heats are destroyed. They must be melted again and can be reused for other less critical orders. Although these compatibility criteria hold for every unit in the production process inclusive ladles, usually as a heuristic only the electric arc furnace constraints are observed. The ladles are no great problem since three of them are used in turn. On the other side, chemical constraints are even more stringent on the caster.
However in practice this makes no problem since only few heats are cast on the caster.
Besides avoiding such a destruction by infiltration, it is expensive to waste rare elements. If one job demands a high percentage of an expensive element like cobalt, the next job should use as much of this residual as possible.
Temporal Constraints
In principle, the cast steel can be stored in intermediate stocks before it is further treated in one of the subsequent plants. However, then the steel must be reheated which causes considerable costs. For some qualities it is also better if does not cool down.
Consequently appointments are made between steel shop and subsequent plants that must be hold within a tolerance of ± 2 hours. The average number of jobs with such due dates is about 10 %. Of course, these constraints are not really hard since they may be relaxed through negotiations with the subsequent plant. However, it is desirable to hold these due dates to reduce the time needed for negotiations. Furthermore, also these subsequent plants have to regard also compatibility constraints that are different to those of the steel shop. For some jobs no appointments are made, although their subsequent treatment should be done immediately after casting. These jobs should not be scheduled at the end of the week because usually the subsequent plants are not working then.
Some jobs with difficult treatments should be performed during day shifts, because an engineer should supervise these jobs. Usually the treatments in the aggregates behind the electric arc furnace are shorter than the duration of the melting. However, for very high qualities the duration in the ladle furnace is longer. Finally, the scheduler must guarantee that waiting intervals between operations may not exceed a certain
limit. An objective for the production is to have these intervals as small as possible.
This results also in a minimization of the flow time of jobs, which will reduce production costs. However, this objective is only a secondary goal function. The main objective is always to have as few destroyed heats as possible. Since this objective cannot be determined exactly, the secondary goal function is regarded seldom.
Capacity and Related Constraints
About 70 % of the jobs are cast into ingots and the remaining 30% are processed on the continuos caster. For both casting technologies some capacity constraints have to be regarded:
The continuous caster can be supplied with steel from both production lines. If two subsequent heats should be cast both on the continuous caster and have almost the same steel quality, the caster should process both jobs continuously without interruption. If the steel arrives later a set-up is required which will be expensive. Jobs that are cast continuously are called serial castings. Such a serial casting is only possible if the steel is supplied from one production line. If on both production lines the caster is required then these jobs must be scheduled so that they do not conflict.
Big forging grade ingots (> 19 t) and BEST-ingots have a dedicated storage place that is very limited. If a 52 t ingot is cast the ingot occupies the whole space during solidification. Since such an ingot requires about one day for solidification only one ingot can be produced per day.
Casting steel in ingots is a very labor-intensive procedure. Workers first set up the moulds, then each mould is filled with a casting crane, and after solidification the moulds are stripped off. If a heat is cast in many small ingots (e.g. 50 ingots), the load for the workers that set up and strip off the moulds is larger than for few large ingots, because the handling of every mould takes approximately the same time. In principle two heats from the two production lines can be cast at the same time, because two cranes exist and the workers are able to do this. However, an objective in scheduling is to have a constant load distribution over the planning horizon for the workers. It should be avoided that at the same time two heats must be cast in small ingots and an equilibre distribution of work between shifts should be accomplished.
If an amount of steel that does not make a full heat is ordered, it can be combined with another of compatible quality forming a double-or triple-casting. This means that only a part of the heat is poured from the arc furnace into the refinement ladle.
Durations of treatments in the refinement and casting process will be shorter in this case.
Heuristics used by the Experts
The experts of the steel making shop apply heuristics to construct schedules. These are used to master the complexity of the construction and to control the uncertainties existent in the application. If no schedule is found, some constraints are relaxed since it is known that usually there will be enough freedom during execution to correct the violated constraints. Again, this relaxation is controlled by heuristics.
• Bottleneck Resource
Although steel making is in principle a flow shop it is not sufficient to schedule jobs only on one resource. However, to restrict the search heuristically it is promising to sequence first the operations on one bottleneck resource and to check then the constraints on the other resources. In most steel making applications this resource is the continuous caster, because it is very sensitive to compatibility constraints and must be delivered in time to cast without interruptions. In our application most heats are cast into ingots. For ingots there are no compatibility constraints and temporal constraints are not so hard. Since the infiltration of heats by predecessors is the most constraining issue, a sequence of heats in the electric arc furnaces is planned. Schedules constructed by the experts do not contain temporal slots for continuous casting although they regard also the constraints on the caster.
• Alloying Cycles
An important concept for the scheduling process is the alloying cycle. This is a series of heats in which the amount of a chemical element is slowly decreasing. • Scheduling BEST-Ingots BEST-ingots introduce some problems. Typically there are groups of such jobs with all of them having the same chemical quality requirements. They are usually forging grade ingots, should be delivered hot to the forge, and are low-alloyed, which means their amount of alloying metals is very low. From the compatibility view point they should be produced in sequence. Unfortunately, they solidify slowly and there is only one place for them in the teeming bay.
Therefore BEST-ingots are scheduled at a rate of only one per day. Since they are low-alloyed, the furnaces will probably be high-alloyed in the intervening periods. Since they should be delivered hot, they cannot be scheduled before weekends or public holidays. Therefore at weekends the furnaces shall be "highalloyed", and as a consequence these orders contain many small ingots.
• Conflicts on the Continuous Caster
The HCC-unit is most economical if several heats with the same quality and format are cast continuously without breaks. In case that such a group of jobs exists, these jobs should be scheduled one after the other. However, all jobs of this group must be in time for their casting. After the processing of some jobs on the caster, a maintenance interval must be scheduled. Additionally, a set-up time of some hours must be reserved when a format conversion has to be performed.
Since the durations of the operations in the steelmaking process are very uncertain, the engineers prefer to charge the caster only with heats from one furnace. However, they sometimes change furnaces once per week. In this case, they decide when this change should take place before starting to schedule single jobs. Further, they accept only one format conversion. The expert schedules this conversion also a priori. Later, each job that requires the H C C-unit can be assigned to one part of the week.
Of course all these heuristics cannot be applied in a fixed sequence. It is very important to find good points to switch between them.
The Solution
The solution to the described problem is characterized by two design decisions. First,
we have tried to model as far as possible the way how the human experts solve the problem. They do not consider any global evaluation function but only local decisions about good practice. Furthermore, they use heuristics to construct a schedule and they try to avoid backtracking. Second, the knowledge on compatibility of consecutive heats and temporal constraints are vague. Although it is better to have a difference in elements that is small sometimes it is also allowed that the difference is greater than 3%.
The expert system gets two list of jobs for two production lines from the production planning system. Each list contains about 35 jobs. The system needs between five and ten minutes to generate a solution for both production lines. Some control information tells the user what the system is doing and the user can break the search anytime. After a break or after completion the user can change manually the schedule and the system checks afterward the schedule again for any constraint violations. The problem solving process consists of three phases:
• in a pre-processing phase the system evaluates how difficult it is to schedule individual jobs in the actual planning horizon
• in the scheduling phase jobs are allocated starting with the most difficult one
• in a post-processing phase constraint violations are repaired by modifications of the schedule
Evaluation of Jobs
The given jobs are evaluated to determine any bottlenecks for the current week. If for example many jobs are to be cast on the continuous caster, the caster is a bottleneck for the current week. The system considers therefore these jobs as early as possible. If many big forging grade ingots are to be cast these jobs are the most critical. If for example orders for more than five big ingots exist, it will be impossible to schedule all in one week. If exactly five exist the list is characterized as having many big ingots. We use symbolic variables like many and few so that a modification in the plant can be easily adapted in the system. For the scheduling strategy it is important whether many big ingots exist but not how many these are. The following data structure is build up and will be used later to characterize individual jobs. Runaways are jobs that demand one element in an unusual amount. For these jobs it is sometimes impossible to find a successor or a predecessor. For example, sometimes steel with a large percentage of cobalt is ordered. If all other heats do not allow cobalt, an additional heat must be scheduled after the heat that "cleans" the furnace. Apart from this, the heat can be useless.
A list of one furnace can not be evaluated independently of the other lists because the spatial constraints concerning the caster and the teeming bay effect both production lines.
After characterizing a given set of jobs, we assign a criticality value to each job that describes its relative difficulty. Thus a job whose allocation is constrained strongly gets a high criticality value and will be scheduled early. As can be seen from the matrix the compatibility relation is not symmetric. The matrix is used to decide whether two jobs can be scheduled after each other and to decide if two jobs must be scheduled after each other. How this matrix is used will be seen in the next subsection.
Scheduling of Jobs
As described earlier, the experts primarily regard heats in the electric arc furnaces.
Consequently also the expert system constructs a schedule for the furnaces. Although the scheduling problem is mainly a sequencing problem, a pure list is not sufficient as a representation for the schedule because temporal constraints must be checked.
Although the users are not interested in exact time points, the system may not violate simple temporal constraints. Thus we represent a schedule as a list of temporal intervals with predefined length. As a general rule it is said that the loading of the furnaces start in a 3:3:4 cycle. This is a general assumption that will be refined later if the heats are allocated.
If we have a job with a due date we compute first its most likely flow time to get its optimal start time. The scheduling of jobs is driven by the criticality value of jobs. Very difficult jobs are scheduled first. What the most difficult jobs are is dependent on all jobs that are to be scheduled. Typically, these are jobs that have a due date and are to be cast on the continuous caster or heats that have a difficult chemical analysis and are to be cast into BEST-ingots. However, there is no order between the difficult orders and we select them randomly.
Besides the difficulty of jobs we also consider the difficulty to find a job for some interval. Of course in the beginning of the scheduling phase there are no difficulties for any intervals. However, after some jobs are scheduled it may become critical to fill the neighbors of the scheduled jobs since these must be filled with compatible heats. Most critical are usually gaps between two scheduled jobs because the heat that will be scheduled must fit to both neighbors. Thus if gaps appear the scheduling strategy is changed and it is looked for a job that can be inserted into the gap. The same happens if only one possible successor or predecessor exist. Finally easy jobs are scheduled in accordance with the alloying cycles.
The difficulty of jobs can change during the scheduling phase. A job that was first easy to schedule because it had many possible successors can become difficult because only one successor remains. This reasoning is explained in more detail in the next subsection.
Reasoning with Necessary Sequences
As mentioned earlier, a sequencing problem gets tractable if some sequences can be enforced. The list of orders contains already double castings which are predefined sequences that must be processed in this sequence. Serial castings on the continuous caster are not yet determined by the production planning system. Therefore one of the first tasks of the expert system is to decide whether serial castings can be found. The exact sequence of these heats can be open. Of course the usual case is that there is more than one possible successor as can be seen from the given matrix in Fig 3. Typically, there is one job that is highly compatible and one that is slightly worse. We choose heuristically the better one if no other constraints advise the second one.
These inferences are performed during the main scheduling phase. If one heat H i is scheduled due to some other heuristic, the matrix is refreshed accordingly. If the scheduled heat is now successor of some other heat H j , it is marked in the matrix that H i cannot be anymore successor of another heat. Perhaps the consequence is that for a third heat H k that had before two possible successors H i and H l only one possible successor H l remains.
This kind of inference is performed concurrently with other inferences. Since no fixed deterministic course of inferences can be specified a realization with a procedural approach seem to be difficult. However, it can be realized very easily with a rule-based system.
Relaxing Constraints and Repairing Constraint Violations
If a job is introduced into the schedule several constraints have to be checked. If for example five big forging grade ingots are scheduled, these jobs will be scheduled early so that they can be distributed over the whole week with a distance that allows their solidification. Of course there may be other jobs yet scheduled so that compatibility constraints must be checked too.
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The expert system tries to schedule jobs so that constraints are satisfied as good as possible. For the compatibility constraints this means that it tries to find neighbors that fit with very high or high compatibility. If for one heat exists only one successor with a high compatibility this heat is taken. However, if no high compatibility can be achieved, the expert system relaxes the constraint and a compatibility that is only medium is accepted. A further relaxation is possible after an acknowledgment of the human expert. If the expert system does not find a medium compatibility, it looks for a heat that is only low compatible. Then it asks the expert whether this sequence may be scheduled. If the expert denies the sequence, the job cannot be scheduled. The relaxation of temporal constraints is done in a similar way. Sometimes the expert system decides unforced and allocates a job at an interval that is not so good. For example, if five big ingots are distributed over the whole schedule, only the distance but not their order is important. However, since these jobs are classified as difficult, their order will be fixed early. Later the schedule can be perhaps improved by exchanging two of these jobs. Thus the expert system after having scheduled all jobs, examines whether unscheduled jobs can be scheduled by first exchanging other jobs in the schedule. Furthermore, it examines constraint violations and tries to get rid of them again by exchanging again jobs.
Implementation
The expert system is implemented with PAMELA a rule-based forward-chaining expert system language especially suited for building real-time applications that was developed at the Alcatel-Elin Research Center 7 .
PAMELA-code is pre-compiled to pure C-code. Therefore the expert system can be executed on all machines that support C. PAMELA-code is also combinable with Ccode. This facilitates the interface to the external environment and integration with procedural components. For example, the evaluation of jobs which is basically counting is realized with a C-program. It was also easy to integrate the expert system in the existent environment consisting of a Production Planning System and a Real-time Control System.
The user can interrupt the planning at any time to have a look at the schedule so far established or to propose a time for a job. This is due to PAMELA's ability to handle interrupts. The system answers whether this is possible resp. which constraints will be violated.
Although PAMELA is a forward-chaining programming language it is possible to freeze a state of the expert system and to return to this frozen state later on if the expert system or the user recognizes the chosen solution path as unfavorable. Thus, the user can investigate easily different schedules.
The rules of the expert system are split up in rule groups thus structuring the set of rules. Each group has its own task like selecting a job from the list, finding a possible place for a job in the schedule, or checking constraints. By activating or deactivating a rule group the system can be instructed dynamically whether this rule group should be used to contribute to the solution.
The User Interface
The user interface is very important for application were the user's reliance in the system is required. The user interface must show the result of the system in such a way that the user is attracted by the main decisions of the system. In our case the system should show were problematic jobs are scheduled. Furthermore, the chemical compatibility is an important aspect that should be high-lighted.
Since the representation of the schedules for both furnaces would be too complex for the display, we have decided to show only one furnace. With a single button the user can switch between both furnaces. The following figure is a screen shot of the expert system. On the bottom of the system's window we see the button to switch between furnaces and a slide bar to switch between given data sets for different weeks. On the right side of the bottom is a small window for expert system messages that can be scrolled by buttons to look for old messages. This window is also used for textual answers of the user.
Evaluation
Before the expert system project was started, an attempt was made to schedule the heats with traditional software methods. This project was canceled because the program handled the constraints too rigidly. It was not able to relax constraints. It had scheduled a lot of jobs correctly that were easy to schedule, but eventually it stopped without having scheduled the difficult jobs. An exhaustive search is prohibitive since for 35 heats one has to examine 35! possible sequences.
Due to the complexity and uncertainty in the application, it was decided to try a solution with expert system technique. In 1990 a first prototype was developed. With this prototype the compatibility rules and the user interface were evaluated. In 1991 the actual expert system was developed and fielded successfully in the beginning of 1992.
The success is due to two reasons. First, and most important for the project was that the management and the experts were really interested in having such a tool. There was no problem of getting an expert or disbelief of the experts. The second, more technical reason is the ability to express knowledge more qualitatively and to neglect certain details that are not so important for the problem solution. We have defined classes of satisfaction degrees for constraints and have developed a problem-oriented solution method based on the concept to determine criticality values for jobs.
The main aims of the development were to relieve the plant engineers from work and to standardize the decisions. Before the system was installed the engineers were busy with planning for one day each weak. However, their proper work is the supervision of the production. With the system a lot of annoying paper work is avoided and the planning time is reduced to half an hour. The solutions are generally acceptable for the engineers. Only in some specific cases were extraordinary steel qualities are to be produced the experts sometimes modify the solution of the expert system.
As a side effect, the experts can perform now more experiments or what-if-games to find good sequences. In any case, all schedules produced by the expert system must be acknowledged by the plant engineers because they are responsible.
The second aim seems to be more important for the company since a more deterministic decision framework supports quality assurance better. If a heat is destroyed due to infiltration this will be a reason to modify the appropriate rule. The rules of the expert system are thus a kind of law for the production.
With the knowledge acquisition some implicit knowledge of the experts was made explicit that was not known by the management of the plant. As a consequence of the project some rules were revised. However, a direct improvement of the production that can be measured was not recognized. Neither the flow time of jobs nor the percentage of destroyed jobs has been changed significantly. Perhaps such an improvement was achieved but due to organizational changes a valid comparison is impossible.
Almost two years have shown some drawbacks that should be overcome in a new version. One problem is modification of the production process. For example in 1992 a second strand for the continuous caster was erected. With this extension more jobs are cast on the continuous caster and with that also the scheduling bottleneck has changed slightly. Now also compatibility rules must be applied on the sequence of jobs on the caster. The adaptation of the software was possible by the insertion of a new rule group.
However, the main problem was the strategy that must be adapted. Our first strategy was motivated by the experience of the experts, but the experts had no experience with the new situation. Thus we had to implement more common sense than experience.
A very important enhancement of our system would be the possibility to react on events in the shop floor that were not foreseen in the schedule. As described earlier there are many uncertainties in the production that invalidate any schedule regularly. At the moment the engineers could reuse the expert system, but they prefer to make small changes manually. The problem is that the expert system schedules from scratch and will produce a totally new schedule. However, this is not desired. What the engineers want is only a patch of the old schedule. In the actual practice the experts do not use the expert system for reactive scheduling. We have shown with some case data from this application how reactive scheduling with a representation of constraints by fuzzy sets and a repair with Tabu Search can be supported 8 . The second advantage of such a repair -21 -technique is that it is also a very general technique to optimize solutions. We have shown that such a search technique can start with any randomly generated schedule and will find a good one in reasonable time. In spite of its generality the strategy can be improved by rules of thumb.
A further improvement would be a support of the cooperation between the different plants. Often due dates are used as a mechanism to synchronize the production between plants. However, such data is very restrictive and the cooperation could be improved again through fuzzy sets that give a more flexible framework to negotiate. We have proposed to describe besides due dates also sequence relations by fuzzy sets to make the coordination between plants more flexible 9 .
